
Photo studio Puluz 20cm LED 1100 lumens + shadow mat PU5137 Ref: 5907489601207
Photo studio Puluz 20cm LED 1100 lumens + shadow mat PU5137

Shadowless Tent + Shadow Mat
Puluz brand's illuminated photo tents are designed for creating high-quality, shadow-free product photos. The entire set is ready for use
right out of the box, with a quick assembly time of just a few minutes. Its portability allows for usage in outdoor settings, at home, or in
the  office.  The  product  meets  the  expectations  of  even  the  most  demanding  users,  and  you  can  use  a  camera  or  a  smartphone  to
capture the shots. No additional accessories are necessary for full functionality.
 
Multiple Benefits
Shadowless tents are characterized by their compact size when folded, making storage hassle-free. The installation process is simple and
quick, and the tent does not produce a stroboscopic effect. It offers high brightness and excellent heat distribution.
 
Versatility
The tent includes additional backgrounds, allowing for customization to suit the product's composition.
 
LED Lighting
Built-in  LED  panels  provide  perfect  illumination  within  the  tent.  The  lamps  also  have  adjustable  positions,  allowing  for  independent
control over the direction of light.
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Easy Assembly
The straightforward design allows for the tent to be set up within a few minutes. Its small size ensures effortless transportation.
 
Included
shadeless tent x1
cabling x1
photographic background x6 (black, white, green, orange, blue, red)
carrying case x1
	Model: 
	PU5137
	Size: 
	20x23x24cm
	Number of LED panels: 
	2
	Number of LED bulbs: 
	40
	Lumen output: 
	2x 550lm + 800lm
	Universal curved mount: 
	x1
	Light color temperature: 
	5500K / 6000-6500K
	Output power: 
	2x 3.5W + 10W
	Power supply: 
	5V cable / micro USB

Price:

Before: € 23.9973

Now: € 22.50
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